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MS KAIAC  
Volleyball All Star Jamboree 

Guidelines and Rules of Emphasis

Volleyball Tournament Guidelines 

For developmental tournaments, officiating is expected to be at a higher level 
than jamborees due to having more advanced players. Schools are expected to 
provide adults knowledgeable in the sport to ensure the safety of the players is 
maintained. Furthermore, referees are expected to strictly enforce rules more so 
than at jamborees. No warnings will be issued on violations of play. Only issues 
dealing with sportsmanship may receive a warning. Below are the rules of 
emphasis: 

1. Tournament Set-up 

1.1. Each school will determine the eligibility for the members of its team. 
Teams may have a maximum of 12 players. 

1.2. Teams will play one set to 25 points, win by two. 

1.3. Results will be recorded on a whiteboard or other visible display 
throughout pool play. 

1.4. Each team will be given one timeout per game to use anytime during the 
set. 

1.5. Teams will have unlimited substitutions. 

1.6. Nets will be set at female H.S. height of 2.24 meters (7’ 4 5/8”).  

1.7. Opening serve will be determined by rock-paper-scissors. 



2. Rules of Emphasis (* different from regular jamboree guidelines) 

2.1. There is no 5-serve limit.* 

2.2. There are no foot faults on serves (assuming the tournament is held at 
KIS). Players will be allowed their full serving motion, but must start as 
far back as possible.* 

2.3. The ball will be ruled out in all cases of overhead or wall interference.* 

2.4. No obvious carries: hand open behind the head when moving the ball  
forward (looks like a throw)  

2.5. No obvious lifts (catch and throw)  

2.6. No double hits 

2.7. No touching the net

2.8. No stepping over line under net 

2.9. No back row spiking in front of the 10 ft line (estimate on half court) 

2.10.Servers must wait for the whistle and stay as far back near the end line 

2.11.Rotation violations will result in a side-out


